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GRIDLOCK, LOBBYING, AND DEMOCRACY

JOSEPH P. TOMAIN†

With the refusal to fill the Supreme Court vacancy left by Antonin Scalia, the Senate adds another layer of gridlock in Washington.1 In the recent past, congressional gridlock has threatened to shut down the legislative process by such maneuvers as creating a faux debt crisis and by regularly assailing the president and the executive branch over so-called job-killing regulations.2 Through these efforts, obstructionist Republicans have attempted a gridlock hat-trick by trying to shut down each of the three branches of government—at least as far as the headlines go.3 The political reality, however, is more nuanced, and gridlock is more complicated than commentators often claim—and not to the public benefit.

Nevertheless, gridlock has pernicious consequences not only for the democratic process but also for political and economic equality. The negative effects of gridlock are manifest through the medium of lobbying, which, as I will develop, is becoming a significant political intermediary directly linking private money with the public laws and regulations that affect our daily lives; lobbying is becoming an institutional force of its own and a key contributor to gridlock in Washington.

This article will begin by briefly addressing the concept of gridlock and its effects on government regulation before explaining the troubling practice and law of lobbying. The concept that a countervailing power is needed to reduce the
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influence of lobbying will also be explained. The paper closes with a discussion of the types of reforms that are available and that can serve as a check on lobbying abuses.

As the title of this article indicates, and as the mainstream discussion of Washington often states, it appears that our country is held hostage and, as a result, is experiencing a period of “political gridlock.” Therefore, the first question we must pose is whether or not political gridlock exists. The answer is clearly yes and no. To suggest that the country is not in a period of gridlock may appear inconsistent with daily observation, experience, and political punditry. Surprisingly, perhaps, and unfortunately, there is ample evidence that political gridlock does not exist across the board and that its absence is not an unmitigated good for democracy.

I. MACRO AND MICRO GRIDLOCK

Recent headlines, such as those about the Republicans’ adamant refusal to hold confirmation hearings or even meet with President Obama’s Supreme Court nominee, Judge Merrick Garland, are clear and troublesome indications of gridlock. This type of do-nothing, or roadblock, gridlock also infects major legislative issues such as immigration, climate change, and comprehensive tax reform. At the macro level, then, political gridlock does exist, as Republicans have tried to hamstring the President at many turns by simply stopping everything even as the country faces significant political and economic challenges.

If there is such a thing as macro-level politics, then, logically there should be micro-level politics. It is at this level, I argue, that gridlock transforms itself into something else. Instead of the do-nothing, macro-level gridlock described above, at the


micro-level, gridlock takes on a different shape and becomes a form of politics-as-usual that is detrimental to the common good and to democracy. This form of micro-level gridlock has more noxious consequences and involves what Democratic presidential candidate Senator Bernie Sanders has called a “rigged economy.”

In micro-level politics, as a direct result of lobbying efforts, legislation is passed for the few and not for the many; neither the common good nor the public interest is served precisely because a large portion of the electorate and the citizenry are effectively locked out of full democratic participation in government. By way of example, Senate Republicans and Democrats alike both support the Energy Policy Modernization Act of 2015. This 350-page piece of legislation does not address a clean energy transition, does not tackle climate change, and does not address United States energy policy in any comprehensive way. Instead, like most legislation, it consists of a series of smaller programs such as R&D, energy storage, water power, grid modernization, and the like. While these provisions are mostly noncontroversial, they all have ardent supporters who stand to gain benefits from the passage of a hodgepodge bill that does not necessarily advance the common good. Whereas macro gridlock represents a standstill between Republicans and Democrats, micro gridlock represents a standstill between wealthy corporate interests with political access and the rest of America.

This point about political inequality can be demonstrated easily enough by briefly examining some amazing math. Quite simply, in the United States and throughout the world, wealth inequality has reached dramatic proportions. According to an

---


Oxfam study, sixty-two billionaires have as much wealth as half of the world population; therefore, 62 > 3.6 billion people.\textsuperscript{12} In the United States, six Walton heirs are wealthier than approximately 52.5 million American families.\textsuperscript{13} Wealth inequality not only exists in disturbing proportions—it is increasing as wealth moves from the bottom to the top and as it enriches capital at the expense of labor.\textsuperscript{14} Inequality has risen even among the poor.\textsuperscript{15} Note well, such massive wealth inequalities were not the result of a natural law of meritocracy.\textsuperscript{16}

At this point in the argument, a closer connection between economic inequality and political gridlock needs to be made. More specifically, a connection needs to be made between legislation favoring the few at the expense of the many. Before that connection is made, however, we must recognize, and address, a regulatory and legislative paradox—the paradox of expanding government in a time of vocal anti-government sentiment. Most observers, including ordinary citizens, are not surprised at the size and expanse of government intervention into our daily lives, from environmental and labor laws to tax and financial regulations, and to government programs from health care and education to voting and communications. Indeed, the presence of government in our lives seems, and often feels, ubiquitous. That ubiquity is paradoxical in the face of over four decades of neoliberal rhetoric that extolled the virtues of “free markets” and demonized “activist government.”\textsuperscript{17} How can it be

\begin{enumerate}
\item[12.] \textit{Id.}
\item[14.] See \textsc{Lane Kenworthy} & \textsc{Timothy Smeeding}, \textit{GINI, GROWING INEQUALITIES AND THEIR IMPACTS IN THE UNITED STATES} 1 (2013), http://gini-research.org/system/uploads/443/original/US.pdf?1370077377.
\item[17.] See \textit{generally Sidney A. Shapiro} & \textsc{Joseph P. Tomain}, \textit{ACHIEVING DEMOCRACY: THE FUTURE OF PROGRESSIVE REGULATION} (2014).
\end{enumerate}
that after four decades of deregulatory actions and talk, government continues to expand? How can government expansion occur in a period of political gridlock? Before those questions are answered, let’s examine the expansion of government a bit further.

Although the current 114th Congress and the 113th Congress may be outliers and become two of the least-productive sessions in modern history,18 legislative activity for over sixty years has demonstrated a remarkable track record. From 1948 to 2011, there was a steady decrease in the number of bills enacted, yet the total number of pages of statutes increased during that same time.19 More simply, legislation has gotten longer and, correspondingly, more complex.20 The Affordable Care Act and Dodd-Frank financial reform legislation are both in excess of 2300 pages each, by way of example.21

Similarly, the clear trend in regulation demonstrates a persistent increase in the number of pages in the Federal Register from its inception in 1936 to the present.22 In fact, the Federal Register has expanded over thirty-fold during that time from approximately 2300 pages in 1936 to in excess of 80,000 pages in 2014.23 Longer legislation also leads to longer regulations implementing that legislation, and both are open to interest group pressures as discussed below.24 The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, for example, has been trying to determine how best to assess costs for the construction of the smart grid through a cost allocation rule that is in excess of 1000

---


21. Id.

22. Wakeman et al., supra note 19, at tbl.6-5.


Similarly, the Environmental Protection Agency's Clean Power Plan exceeds 1500 pages, and both rules are based on only a few words in the enabling legislation.

The expansion of legislation and regulations continues even though conservatives and Republicans have been fighting "big government" for over forty years, despite the country's political shift to the right, as well as a business-friendly Supreme Court, which ostensibly favors small government and markets over the aforementioned job-killing regulations and activist government. How, then, can we explain a growing government in the face of a persistent anti-government rhetoric? Or, of more immediate concern, is there a connection between bigger government and economic inequality? My answer is yes; there is a connection between the two, and that connection must now be demonstrated.

First, there is no shortage of supporting authority for the proposition that economic inequality has been expanding in this country. It is equally true that liberal and conservative analyses of economic inequality point to market rules that have created the imbalance. Here is the crucial linkage: those with economic power also exercise political power, and they exercise it to their


29. See Hardoon et al., supra note 11, at 2.

advantage.31 As Richard Hasen writes, a central problem of money in politics is the creation of a system “in which economic inequalities, inevitable in a free market economy, are transformed into political inequalities that affect both electoral and legislative outcomes.”32

More to the point, and most fundamentally, market rules are legislative products; markets in a capitalist economy are not natural phenomena. Today, economists regularly admit that they had underestimated the power of partisan politics to shape markets.33 Indeed, the most trenchant comment about the failure of American-style capitalism came from Alan Greenspan’s congressional testimony about the Great Recession of 2008, in which he admitted that he was in a “state of shocked disbelief” that the “whole intellectual edifice” of free market ideology collapsed, nearly tanking the United States economy and creating a global economic depression.34 Lobbyists for the financial industry helped in no small part to create that trillion-dollar economic catastrophe.35

Nevertheless, the question about the continuing growth of government persists. How is it that as government expands, economic and political inequalities increase? To no one’s chagrin, the answer is money, and the first culprit is campaign spending. People spend to get what they want, to get the government they want, and, more specifically, to get the benefits the government has to give.

II. POLITICAL SPENDING

Three points can be emphasized about the recent history of money in politics: First, campaign spending has noticeably

31. See Kuttner, supra note 30.
34. SHAPIRO & TOMAIN, supra note 17, at 67.
increased over the last few decades with estimates for the 2016 presidential campaign ranging from five to ten billion dollars. Second, large donors contribute a disproportionate amount of campaign money, and those large donors overwhelmingly favor Republicans. And third, the law of campaign finance, indeed one may say the law of democracy, has tilted in favor of the wealthy and corporate donors. Often that tilt has come about through the use of secret money and, as discussed below, with the express support of the United States Supreme Court. As Yale Law Professor Heather Gerken writes, “money makes politicians pay less attention to average, everyday people and more attention to wealthy corporate interest.”

At this point, it must be admitted that the simple fact of increasingly larger political campaign contributions together with significant amounts of money given by a smaller number of donors does not directly translate into favorable legislation—at least not yet. The case still needs to be made that money produces favors, if not exactly on a quid pro quo basis. Indeed, it would be extraordinarily naïve to assume that money leaves no traces and generates no benefits. As Justice John Paul Stevens wrote in Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission, “[w]hile American democracy is imperfect, few outside the majority of this Court

36. Wakeman et al., supra note 19, at tbl.3-1; see also Total Outside Spending by Election Cycle, Excluding Party Committees, OPENSECRETS.ORG, https://www.opensecrets.org/outsidespending/cycle_tots.php (last visited Sept. 18, 2016).
39. SHAPIRO & TOMAIN, supra note 17, at 67.
would have thought its flaws included a dearth of corporate money in politics."

Does increased campaign spending solve the problem of ever-expanding government? Not exactly, because that money must find its way into legislation and regulations beneficial to donors, which it often does. Borrowing a phrase, the "hydraulics" of money irresistibly finds its way to benefit donors in the political process. More specifically, a significant portion of campaign funding reaches legislators through lobbyists, and the combination of campaign dollars and lobbying can be toxic. As explained below, lobbyists provide a range of services on both sides of the lobbying transaction. On one side, clients pay lobbyists to further their particular interests. On the other side of the transaction, lobbyists provide useful goods, not the least of which are campaign funds, self-interested information, and jobs to legislators.

Thus, if the first culprit of perpetuating economic and political inequality is campaign spending, then the second culprit is lobbying. More precisely, the deus ex machina for that spending is crony capitalism, which has been defined as deals between private interests and government "on the basis of political influence rather than merit." These deals have been facilitated by, and indeed are the stock-in-trade of, lobbyists as our political process becomes, in Lawrence Lessig's phrase, "an economy of influence." Even more problematic, today's lobbyists have created an intermediary institution that facilitates the flow of money and influence to the detriment of the democratic impulse

42. *Citizens United*, 130 U.S. at 979 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
43. See *Shapiro & Tomain*, supra note 17, at 67.
for political and economic equality. Lobbyists have become a political force of their own and have their own trade organization known as the Association of Government Relations Professionals, formerly the American League of Lobbyists.50

Importantly, just as we have seen increasing campaign spending over the last decades, we have also experienced significant growth in both the number of lobbyists operating in Washington and in the total amount of money being spent on that activity.51 By way of example, according to the Senate Office of Public Records, as reported by the Center for Responsive Politics, the total amount of lobbying expenditures increased from $1.45 billion in 1998 to $3.2 billion in 2015.52 It must be noted that this amount has declined slightly from a high of $3.55 billion in 2010, which can be explained by the increasing use of dark money, i.e., money that enters into politics without disclosure.53 Also during that period, the number of registered lobbyists increased from 10,405 in 1998 to 11,514 in 2015—also down from a high of 14,824 in 2007.54 Again, that decline can be explained by an increasing number of people who work for lobbying firms and law firms as government relations specialists rather than registered lobbyists, and some do not bother to register at all.55

Growth in the number of lobbyists and spending alone does not explain much. However, we can more clearly understand what lobbying does by examining how lobbying dollars are spent, by whom, and for what. In this way, we will find that the regulatory

51. Lobbying Database, supra note 45.
52. Id.
54. Lobbying Database, supra note 45.
paradox of expanding government is actually a big hypocrisy. In other words, although big money and big business routinely rail against big government, they are more than delighted to enjoy its beneficences. Big money may not exactly love big government, but it facilitates it and perpetuates it through lobbying. We might put the same point slightly differently. Big money may not love big government, but lobbyists certainly do because they facilitate the flow of money to legislators with a reciprocal flow of benefits to their clients and to themselves.

Some examples of the use of lobbying dollars indicate the direction not only of money in politics but also the direction of legislation and regulation to select interests in the private sector. Of the $21.9 billion spent on lobbying from 2001 to 2012, only 10% came from education and civil servants while the remainder came from the finance, healthcare, information, entertainment, and similar industries. Some argue that it is not only corporations that spend on lobbying but labor does too. Put aside, for the moment, that unionized labor has been reduced by two-thirds to a mere 11.1% of the workforce in 2015 from a high of over 35% in the mid-1940s—the amount of lobbying money spent by labor is miniscule. In 2015, for example, about $3.2 billion was spent on lobbying overall. Labor spent $46 million, or 1.4%, of that total and less than 10% of the amount spent by business, finance, and healthcare each. Those who point to lobbying by unions are making a weak argument with the specific intent to deflect the focus from lobbying by big business. Clearly, more lobbying dollars are spent by corporate America than by citizens and workers. Even though we know the sectors that spend the most on lobbying, what is the money being spent on? At

56. COMM. FOR ECON. DEV., supra note 23, at 27.
57. See, e.g., id. at 8.
60. Lobbying Database, supra note 45.
61. Id.
62. Id.
this point, we should look at "good lobbyists" and "bad lobbyists." 63

It is a fundamental tenet of democracy that citizens have a constitutionally protected right to participate in the political process. 64 The First Amendment guarantees the rights of free speech, assembly, and petition. 65 As citizens, our voices must be heard in the halls of Congress for a functional democracy. However, the transaction costs of organizing and traveling to Washington are often prohibitive. Many Americans benefit, to some extent, from lobbyists for education, healthcare, the environment, and the like. 66 Consequently, lobbyists provide a useful service for many of us, and that service can be seen as a public good. 67 In other words, the interests of consumers and workers can be, and are, pursued through lobbying in ways that other private sector actors, such as finance or big business, would prefer to ignore. 68 Banks are not interested in having us understand the costs of our credit cards, and business is not generally interested in expanding consumer safety or protecting the environment. Thus, in the good version of democracy, there is a Hobbesian war of lobbyists versus lobbyists.

The model for the good lobbyist is that a client pays a fee and provides information about his or her particular interest to the lobbyist, who, in turn, brings that information to legislators and their staff so that the legislator can engage in the legislative process and make democracy work. 69 This is a nice story. Like all good stories, the story of the good lobbyist is more fairytale than reality precisely because of the transaction costs mentioned above. Even public interest lobbyists cannot provide services for free for very long; transaction costs must be accounted for in some way. More to the immediate point, though, if there are good lobbyists,

63. See, e.g., Gerken, supra note 41, at 1159–60; see also Richard Briffault, The Anxiety of Influence: The Evolving Regulation of Lobbying, 13 ELECTION L.J. 160 (2014). But see generally Maggie McKinley, Lobbying and the Petition Clause, 68 Stan. L. Rev. 1131, 1184 (arguing that those First Amendment protections may be overstated).
65. U.S. CONST. amend. I.
66. See Briffault, supra note 63, at 163.
67. Id.
68. Id.
then one might suspect that there are bad lobbyists as well. Who are they?

For *House of Cards* fans, the character Remy Danton can easily be characterized as a bad lobbyist who will facilitate any transaction for financial gain.\(^7\) The most recognizable poster child of the bad lobbyist is Jack Abramoff, who went to jail for illegal lobbying activities and now lives to tell about his life as a lobbyist as a cautionary tale.\(^7\)

Curiously, perhaps, those bad boys do not reflect the more ordinary lobbyists working K Street. Instead of the shady characters of Danton and Abramoff, today's lobbyist is yesterday's legislator or legislative staffer.\(^7\) From the 111th and 112th Congresses, for example, 64% of the senators and 73% of the representatives became lobbyists.\(^7\) It should be noted that, as is sometimes said in the academy, those numbers are underdetermined. For example, Newt Gingrich reportedly received between $1.6 and $1.8 million from the mortgage agency Freddie Mac for his services as a "historian," not as a lobbyist.\(^7\) In exchange for those payments, he explained the ways of Washington to these quasi-government agencies during the housing collapse.\(^7\) In addition to legislators, bureaucrats and high-level officials, such as those working in national security, leave public life to work for private sector companies such as Apple.\(^7\)

From one perspective, it makes good sense that a former legislator or Hill staffer can best serve as an intermediary between private interests and government. After all, these individuals have a level of expertise, including political and policy knowledge, not available to people outside of government. What could possibly go

---


73. Id.


75. Id.

wrong? We can best answer that question by asking: Where do these former legislators and staffers go, and what do they do once they get there?

The short answer is that they go to work for law firms, lobbying firms, and corporate government affairs offices.\textsuperscript{77} The websites to such organizations describe the work that they do and announce their sales pitches to potential clients.\textsuperscript{78} For example, one law firm says that it can “develop effective strategies to make sure you are heard at the right time, by the right people” because it can “help you assess, in advance or in real time, what government policies could affect your business interests.”\textsuperscript{79} Another firm boasts that it is comprised of a “bipartisan team of global public affairs specialists. Always original, never ordinary, we know how to change outcomes.”\textsuperscript{80} And, as a final example, another lobbyist group says that it helps clients “constructively engage policymakers and thought leaders to promote good policies and defend against government overreach.”\textsuperscript{81}

Aside from the obvious pro-business and anti-government slant, these descriptions of lobbying seem benign so far. Are they? All of these advertisements emphasize the fact that these organizations have expertise that can be used in the service of private clients both foreign and domestic.\textsuperscript{82} There is nothing obviously untoward in those sales pitches except for one reality: It would be more truthful and more accurate if each of those website messages instead read “Access Is Our Business” or “We Sell Complexity,” as will be evident once we peek behind those broad statements and examine a lobbying firm’s services more closely.

These firms sell complexity because legislative and regulatory complexity multiplies the opportunities for lobbyists to

\textsuperscript{77} See, e.g., Edward Wyatt, \textit{Regulator Takes Job at Comcast}, N.Y. TIMES, May 12, 2011, at B1 (stating that bureaucrats, such as agency heads, also find their way through the revolving doors of Washington).


\textsuperscript{79} \textit{Public Policy}, supra note 78.

\textsuperscript{80} \textit{We Are the Podesta Group}, supra note 78.

\textsuperscript{81} \textit{Government Relations}, supra note 78.

\textsuperscript{82} See, e.g., \textit{Government Relations}, supra note 78; \textit{Public Policy}, supra note 78; \textit{We Are the Podesta Group}, supra note 78.
deliver goodies to their clients. This complexity, though, comes at a considerable cost because lobbying can reduce overall efficiency and constrain economic growth through rent-seeking behavior. Additionally, lobbying entails unnecessary transaction costs and erects barriers to innovation by, for example, directing R&D to narrow profit streams rather than to innovation more generally, among other economic sins.

Recall that the good lobbyist received a fee and information from a client and provided that information to legislators to educate them about their client’s various needs so that the legislators can do their work. However, lobbying firms and their work are not so simply organized and structured. Instead, today’s lobbying firm provides a range of services and constitutes its own business entity. Indeed, for any work in Washington to get done, a lobbyist is an essential instrument precisely because he or she serves an intermediary and necessary function between private interests and government.

It is in a lobbying firm’s self-interest to: (1) explain government to business persons; (2) mediate the short-term needs of business with the longer-term needs of government; (3) develop special expertise in government relations; (4) design and promote particularistic legislative and regulatory solutions rather than comprehensive ones; and in the process, (5) become an indispensable part of senior corporate management. Through such activities, the lobbyist behaves economically rational by seeking to perpetuate its own existence and by becoming indispensable to the corporate world. This self-perpetuating
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83. DRUTMAN, supra note 69, at 220; see also Bruce M. Owen, "To Promote the General Welfare": Addressing Political Corruption in America, 5 BRIT. J. AM. LEGAL STUD. 3, 16–18 (2016).
87. DRUTMAN, supra note 69, at 144.
88. Id. at 134–35, 161–66.
89. Id. at 144.
90. Id. at 143–45, 151.
behavior has been called "stickiness" by Lee Drutman, and is caused by the services that lobbyists provide.

As distinct from the fee and information model of the so-called good lobbyist, the self-perpetuating bad lobbyist provides legislators with: (1) information about client interests; (2) labor to research and write legislation—also referred to as a "legislative subsidy"; (3) political intelligence about the likelihood of the success or failure of a bill (another legislative subsidy); (4) bundled campaign donations; (5) methods with which "vetoes" on pending or proposed legislation can be used to maintain the status quo and protect incumbency, and (6) lucrative post-government jobs for legislators and staffers. This significant array of services is rarely delivered by a single registered lobbyist. Instead, "a modern lobbying operation is often a joint effort among multiple entities—not only a lobbying firm, but also firms that handle strategy, public relations, polling, coalition building, etc."

These services do not come for free, nor do they come cheaply because they can be quite valuable. In exchange for those lobbying services, legislators provide a lucrative return on that investment through: (1) legislation; (2) earmarks; (3) carve-outs; (4) exceptions; (5) legislative holds; (6) vetoes; (7) subsidies;

91. Id. at 168.
93. See DRUTMAN, supra note 69, at 16.
98. DRUTMAN, supra note 69, at 147–51, 220.
100. RONALD M. LEVIN, ABA SECTION OF ADMIN. LAW & REGULATORY PRACTICE, LOBBYING LAW IN THE SPOTLIGHT: CHALLENGES AND PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS, at vii (2011).
tax breaks, grants, etc.; (8) favorable agenda-setting; (9) access; and (10) the appearance of access and influence, perhaps most important to the bottom line. This exchange between lobbyists on behalf of clients and legislators (ostensibly on behalf of the public interest) can be viewed as a contract of sorts and one on which legislators have grown dependent. Another, and more accurate, way to view this exchange is that it constitutes the privatization of legislation through which benefits go to the winners of the legislative game at the expense of the public. The lobbyist, then, appears necessary to private clients to have their interests served and becomes necessary to members of Congress for the lifeblood of their reelection (i.e., campaign donations). Lobbyists also open the golden revolving doors to post-government careers in media, entertainment, pharmaceuticals, banking, telecommunications, and the like.

From an economic perspective, lobbying can also be seen as a prisoner’s dilemma for democracy in which a disproportionate amount of money is spent for a disproportionate and narrow range of private interests rather than spent in service of the commonwealth. Those with business interests realize that they are part of the problem but will not give up lobbying; they will not risk giving up a competitive advantage to other business firms. At the same time, they seek benefits for themselves even at

102. See RONALD D. UTT, A PRIMER ON LOBBYISTS, EARMARKS, AND CONGRESSIONAL REFORM (2006) (using earmarks to explain the return on investment lobbying firms receive and proposing reforms to address the negative aspects of the lobbyist-legislator relationship).

103. See, e.g., HASEN, supra note 32, at 49–52; see also COMM. ON ENERGY & COMMERCE, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, THE NATIONAL FOOTBALL LEAGUE’S ATTEMPT TO INFLUENCE FUNDING DECISIONS AT THE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH (2016) (describing a particularly disturbing case involving the National Football League’s attempt to influence the selection of National Institutes of Health researchers looking into head, neck, and spine injuries through a $30 million donation); HACKER & PIERSON, supra note 27, at 282–88.


105. HACKER & PIERSON, supra note 27, at 222–23.

106. LESSIG, supra note 49, at 89.

107. Baumgartner et al., supra note 96, at 201.


109. Baumgartner et al., supra note 96, at 201.
the expense of the economy as a whole and at the expense of their long-term best economic interests. After all, management has only quarterly vision. Under this prevailing view, lobbying is most often nothing more than a game of pay-for-play; those who can afford chips can play and can win, but those without chips cannot.

Consequently, we have a key to understanding the regulatory paradox described above. Government expands because private interests are best served by lobbyists who deliver narrowly-tailored solutions rather than comprehensive legislation designed to solve broad political and economic problems. It follows that legislation and regulation will expand in the service of those narrow client interests rather than for the public good, especially as lobbyists play a larger role in influencing those laws with resulting legislative and regulatory complexities. Most certainly, the successful lobbying firm will represent clients with Republican and Democratic political preferences, competing businesses, foreign governments, and anyone who pays the freight.

III. ARGUMENTS AGAINST LOBBYING

Arguments against lobbying can be condensed into concerns about the abusive use of private power. As discussed below, these concerns have been with us since the founding. There are four key arguments against the bad sort of lobbying just described: (1) political inequality, (2) corruption, (3) public welfare, and (4) economic inequality. These arguments can best be understood by recognizing that they are derived from the logic of collective action. Most simply, small, narrowly-focused groups generally outwit large, diffuse groups for the simple reason that

112. BUTLER, supra note 27, at 61.
transaction costs are much lower for a handful of car manufacturers to fight mileage standards or for a handful of oil companies to keep fracking chemicals secret than they are for a large number of consumers to organize and fight back. Concomitantly, groups with focused interests more easily capture the attention of legislators than those with general grievances, especially when those focused interests are backed by large campaign donations.

A. Political Inequality

Political inequality is a result of the logic of collective action because the small guy rarely gets the ear of a legislator. It is neither reasonable nor economically efficient, nor is it procedurally possible, for every person to have a say in every bill, amendment, appropriation, or regulation issued by government or even those initiatives with which they are directly affected. While the point of a representative democracy is to have legislators carry out the public will, too often lobbyists skew this process. "[L]obbying shifts government attention toward the needs of organizing interests rather than the needs of the broader public." The problem, of course, is in determining precisely what that public will is. Additionally, that will can be distorted by a political process in which some interests have access to legislators that is denied to others. Legislative complexity further obfuscates political outcomes to the point that the actual costs and benefits of legislation to the economy as a whole are difficult to determine and, too often, unfairly distributed. One need only contemplate the tax code for a moment to acknowledge this reality. Still, ordinary observation tells us that all voices are not

116. BUTLER, supra note 27, at 59.
117. Id.
118. Baumgartner et al., supra note 96, at 292.
121. Id. at 5–6.
heard because some are louder than others and, most often, those voices have money behind them.

Even though consumers sometimes win, such as with the case of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, big money tilts the political process in its favor and contributes to political inequality in several ways including gerrymandering, lopsided campaign finance, media bias, and inequality of access, among other evils. This political distortion manifests itself in the undesirable ways as discussed next.

B. Corruption and its Appearance

Corruption, and the appearance of corruption, is an argument often leveled against lobbying. The corruption argument is more troublesome as a result of linking campaign contributions with lobbying activity. It is important to be clear about the concept and the definition of corruption by underscoring two things: First, money does not buy Congress, elections, or legislation directly. Second, outright quid pro quo bribery does not exist except in the rarest of instances. Yet, deals between lobbyists and legislatures come close. In Pennsylvania, for example, the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI") has engaged in a sting operation aimed at uncovering the illegal funneling of campaign contributions to state lawmakers in exchange for their votes on legislation benefiting only companies established by the FBI itself.

Instead of outright bribes, donors (as well as their recipients) are sophisticated enough to hide such transactions as they develop longer-term beneficial relationships. Quite frankly,

123. See WENDELL POTTER & NICK PENNIMAN, NATION ON THE TAKE: HOW BIG MONEY CORRUPTS OUR DEMOCRACY AND WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT IT 6 (2016).
124. Briffault, supra note 92, at 111–12.
125. See generally BAUMGARTNER ET AL., supra note 104; Baumgartner et al., supra note 96.
126. See generally HASEN, supra note 32; LESSIG, supra note 49 (stating that it is possible, though unlikely, that professionals make judgments independent of external factors including money).
no one believes that direct bribery is rampant. Rather, everyone understands that influence is subtler and more nuanced, but not so subtle or nuanced as to go unnoticed. The chief concern is about undue or improper influence and the appearance of that influence. Today, regulating those sorts of corruption is difficult and is becoming more difficult.

In the first significant campaign finance case, \textit{Buckley v. Valeo}, the Supreme Court held that limits on campaign financing directly implicated First Amendment rights. Still, regulation could be justified to prevent corruption or the appearance of corruption. At the same time, the Court also noted that campaign finance limits cannot be used to promote political equality. The \textit{Buckley} ruling was narrowed in \textit{Citizens United}, decided in 2010, when the Court specifically rejected the idea that favoritism led to improper influence. The Court wrote that “[i]ngratiation and access, in any event, are not corruption,” and “influence over and access to elected officials” does not necessarily mean that those officials had been corrupted.

Later, in a 2014 decision, \textit{McCutcheon v. Federal Election Commission}, the Court further narrowed the definition of corruption to almost requiring a quid pro quo exchange of money for votes before sustaining a regulation. The Court emphasized the idea that money is speech and, as such, money was accorded significant First Amendment protection. In the eyes of the \textit{McCutcheon} Court, legislators who receive that money should be receptive to their donors' wishes and interests as part of a properly functioning political process. The Supreme Court does not have
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a particularly realistic view of the democratic process and the ease with which private money flows to public servants who are receptive to their particular interests.\textsuperscript{140}

Defining undue or improper influence is not susceptible to a clean definition. However, to borrow a well-worn phrase from Justice Potter Stewart, we may know it when we see it.\textsuperscript{141} While lobbying provides a useful information function for government,\textsuperscript{142} relationships between lobbyists (and their clients) and legislators that are too cozy are usually suspect. Gifts, golf trips to Scotland, luxury vacations, and the like may not amount to quid pro quo transactions as such; however, it would be simply naïve to pretend that they have no influence on legislative outcomes at all.\textsuperscript{143} Similarly, legislative subsidies such as organizational support, financial resources, and political intelligence enable interested parties to gain the attention of, and access to, lawmakers and policymakers.

Most legislators are clever enough not to take naked bribes, but it is hardly fanciful to call the practice of lobbying a gift economy as Lawrence Lessig has.\textsuperscript{144} According to Richard Briffault:

\begin{quote}
[T]he gifts, honoraria, and entertainment that lobbyists have long sought to provide public officials ... provide[] valuable private benefits that build social relationships, cement goodwill, and may create a predisposition on the part of the elected beneficiaries to reciprocate by giving special access, or even taking official actions helpful, to their lobbyist benefactors.\textsuperscript{145}
\end{quote}
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And, carrying the gift analogy one step further, legislators who do not reciprocate with legislative favors for the campaign gifts given by lobbyists know that additional funds will dry up.146

Again, it is not necessarily the case that access leads directly to favorable legislation or regulation; nevertheless, parties that get inside legislative or regulatory doors have a greater likelihood of success than those who do not.147 Also, at the more understandably human, but nevertheless harmful, level, legislators develop social relationships with lobbyists that can predispose them to answering donor phone calls and attending social and political functions rather than doing other constituency work.148

We can identify another form of corruption—institutional corruption.149 The amount of campaign money needed by legislators demands that they spend half of their time fundraising by becoming telemarketers.150 As a consequence, politicians and legislation follow the donor class, not the middle class.151 Thus, the legislative process constitutes a political market failure. Instead of spending time to understand the pros and cons of the complex legislative issues that confront them, legislators routinely court donors.152 In doing so, they are both distracted from the business of legislation and more narrowly focused on the issues of their donors rather than on the broader public good to which we now turn.153
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C. Public Welfare

Public welfare suffers because of the rent-seeking behavior of those who can afford lobbying fees and can afford to make campaign contributions that are noticed by legislators.154 Because of the Supreme Court's narrow interpretation of corruption,155 coupled with its broad interpretation of the free speech rights of money,156 Richard Hasen suggests that a more promising avenue to curb the wrongs of lobbying is to promote the country's interest in national economic welfare because the Court is unlikely to entertain the argument that lobbying constitutes political inequality.157

There are two dimensions to the public welfare argument. First, rent-seeking activity disproportionately favors capital and the wealthy by creating and capturing unnecessary government transfers for the few rather than for all. Those transfers are captured in the disadvantage of competitors, as well as the disadvantage of consumers.158 For example, extensions of intellectual property protection, such as giving Walt Disney a virtually perpetual copyright for Mickey Mouse, captures monopoly rents for Disney and retards innovation by new entrants.159 Further, legislation is skewed through narrow exceptions that subsidize competitive advantages for its proponents rather than address larger problems or increase competition.160

Second, the legislative complexity generated by particularistic lobbying imposes unnecessary transaction costs on the administration of government and therefore on the economy.161 In this way, much of the legislation facilitated by
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lobbying itself is an inefficient use of government resources.\textsuperscript{162} Relatedly, to the extent that lobbyists focus legislators' attention on client issues, those legislators cannot pay more attention to matters of broader public concern.\textsuperscript{165} This distortion reduces the value of legislation as a whole.\textsuperscript{164}

Hasen characterizes the effect of lobbying on legislation as skewing legislation away from the national welfare.\textsuperscript{165} It does so in many, if not most, instances by seeking to preserve the status quo.\textsuperscript{166} Blocking legislation through business-government deals almost always benefits incumbents at the expense of new entrants.\textsuperscript{167} Similarly, stasis rather than change is the norm as "[d]efenders of the status quo usually win in Washington."\textsuperscript{168} In addition, status quo actors usually get what they want—and what they generally want is no change at all, or a stalemate.\textsuperscript{169} Another way to make the point is that gridlock pays. "Gridlock is the greatest friend the global warming skeptic has, because that's all you really want .... There's no legislation we're championing. We're the negative force. We're just trying to stop stuff."\textsuperscript{170} Finally, legislative outcomes are often affected by inaction. Legislators facing reelection are reluctant to engage in legislative action that may threaten their settled donor interests.\textsuperscript{171}

Hasen also reports on the negative impact of lobbying on the economy as a whole.\textsuperscript{172} In one instance, corporate clients spent a total of $282.7 million on lobbying in favor of a tax change that reduced the U.S. Department of the Treasury revenue by $298 billion.\textsuperscript{173} However, those who contributed to the lobbying effort realized tax savings of $88 billion, which constituted a return on
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investment of over 30,000%. 174 Similarly, farm subsidies disproportionately go to a minority of large agribusinesses. 175 It is estimated, for example, that 75% of all farm subsidies go to 10% of the recipients. 176 Additionally, government-imposed tariffs and quotas favor domestic sugar producers to the extent that consumers generally pay twice the world price for sugar at an annual cost of approximately $4 billion. 177 Pharmaceutical costs, for example, are higher than they should be as a result of lobbying efforts. 178 Furthermore, lax banking regulations made big banks “too big to fail.” 179 Such case studies can be multiplied ad nauseam. Simply consider the repeal of Glass-Steagall, its direct contribution to a multi-trillion dollar economic loss due to the housing crisis, and to the preservation of executive compensation and bonuses for the very actors that caused the problem in the first place. 180

Therefore, lobbying leads to a number of negative effects on public welfare, including: a growing inequality of income and wealth; incumbency bias; a brake on innovation; and unhealthy human and natural environments. Regarding environmental health, consider efforts to overturn the Clean Power Plan, reduce mercury regulations, and resist hydraulic fracturing regulations as examples. 181 And regarding human health, the subsidization of sugar and the continued use of cancerous chemicals in all sorts of products harm all of us. 182

Academics are not alone in their concern about the negative economic consequences of lobbying. Indeed, business
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interests are equally aware of the "growing tendency ... to try to mute or circumvent market competition by influencing the policymaking process in Washington and in state capitals and local governments around the country." From this viewpoint, crony capitalism and lobbying have more damaging economic effects than simple rent-seeking; they also contribute to a reduction in competition, which, in turn, constitutes a disincentive for innovation with an overall reduction in efficiency and economic growth.

D. Economic Inequality

Finally, it does not take a giant leap of faith to recognize that those who lobby get the gains and those who do not suffer the losses, resulting in economic inequality. As noted above, economists all along the political spectrum acknowledge that the growing inequality of wealth and income in this country, as well as in other parts of the world, is a direct result of the laws generated by the political process. Furthermore, as discussed throughout this paper, that political process has been distorted along wealth lines, in no small part, because of lobbying.

If lobbying distorts democratic processes and leads to several bad outcomes, then surely there must be some legal argument against it. Here, then, is the rub. The First Amendment protections mentioned earlier present substantial barriers to lobbying restrictions or reforms. These constitutional rights, together with expansive judicial interpretations of corporate free speech, the concept of money as speech, and an antipathy towards campaign finance regulations combined with a highly restrictive definition of corruption make challenging lobbying difficult.

Throughout United States history, the problem of private power has occupied the thoughts of presidents and scholars with no clear-cut solutions, even though there have been many attempts to reign in that power. Next, a brief history of attempts to regulate private power is discussed, followed by possible reforms.
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IV. PRIVATE POWER AND PUBLIC GOOD

The singular purpose for the creation of government has been to control the use of both public and private power. The United States Constitution addresses precisely this issue through the use of structural mechanisms. Bicameralism, federalism, checks and balances, and separation of powers are all constitutional devices intended to diffuse public power rather than have power accumulate and concentrate in one individual or one institution. As James Madison eloquently noted in Federalist No. 51, “If men were angels, no government would be necessary. If angels were to govern men, neither external nor internal controls on government would be necessary.”

In the absence of either situation, government must be able to control the governed, and it is also obliged to govern and control itself. One way to protect against the abuse of public power is through arrangements such as those listed above. Further, a dual party system also diffuses political power to some extent in the United States. The open question, however, is: How can our political system avoid the concentration of private power? The problem becomes more acute once we recognize that private activity is constitutionally protected as noted already.

Historically, there have been two general ways to deal with the problem on concentrated private power—restrict it or counterbalance it. The question that must be answered is whether or not these responses are sufficient and constitutionally acceptable ways to address our contemporary political climate, which suffers not only from political gridlock but also from an economic inequality that begets political inequality.
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A. Faction v. Faction and the Use and Abuse of Private Power

The accumulation and use of private power has plagued governments since their inceptions. The phenomenon of private citizens attempting to co-opt government and bend its rules to their use was not unknown in ancient Greece, Augustan Rome, England at the time of the Magna Carta, Medicean Florence, or any other time. Many of the founders, Thomas Jefferson and Madison among them, were not unaware of history; indeed, their study and understanding of history informed their political outlooks. It is no surprise that Madison, an active player in constitution making, would ruminate about the corrupting influences of private power.

In preparation for the Constitutional Convention, Madison organized his thoughts by considering the weaknesses of the then-existing Articles of Confederation. He drafted a memorandum listing twelve principal vices that needed to be considered while redesigning American government. The ideas contained in this memorandum, shared with Thomas Jefferson and George Washington, eventually became the Virginia Plan, which recommended a strong central government whose power was circumscribed by appropriate checks and balances.

The memorandum concentrated on the dispersion of public power, but it did not ignore its private counterpart. In Item 11, Injustice of the Laws of the States, Madison worried that state governments could be too easily influenced by local concerns and therefore could threaten the very existence and effectiveness of a national government. After identifying this threat, Madison asked, “To what causes is this evil to be ascribed?” He found
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two. The threat lies "1. in the Representative bodies" and "2. in the people themselves." 204 In other words, parochial interests could adversely affect good governance.

Madison was neither naïve nor idealistic. He understood human government for what it was, and he rejected the republican idea that government could rely on civic virtue such that citizens could exercise restraint and prudence as "the best security against misrule." 205 Madison acknowledged that American citizens "were as vulnerable to the sway of self-interest and passions as the subjects of other regimes." 206 In short, Madison understood that in smaller governments (i.e., the states), the passions of the majority could overtake the rights and liberties of political minorities. 207 The federal government, by contrast, could ameliorate some of the abuses of power concentrated in states because of its broader reach. 208

After the Constitutional Convention, Madison's concern about the abusive nature of private power began to gel and develop alongside his concern that smaller state governments could corrupt national initiatives. 209 Thus, the leap from the abuse of factious state power to abusive private power was a short one. The existence of a central government to counteract state injustices, however, does not absolve the central government from its own flaws. Hence, the structural constraints we find in the Constitution are attempts to ameliorate some of the abuses of central power. 210 Those structural constraints, however, did not reach private power. Instead, some other constraint was needed; Madison proposed one version in his famous Federalist No. 10. 211

In his longtime study of the founding, Stanford University History Professor Jack Rakove recognizes Madison as a prototype
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game theorist. Madison begins by defining faction as “a number of citizens, whether amounting to a majority or minority of the whole, who are united and actuated by some common impulse of passion, or of interest, adverse to the rights of other citizens, or to the permanent and aggregate interests of the community.”

The key distinction in this definition is between passions and interests. We can all understand the passions of the day: whether to go to war, vote for or oppose a presidential candidate, express concern over the balance between liberty and security, particularly during times of strife, and the like. Interests are different, however. In Madisonian language, interest is equated with self-interest, and self-interest is directly related to wealth and property. Madison understood that there were two ways to control such self-interest. The first would be to reduce the ambit of the expression of those interests. The other way of reducing the influence of self-interest would be to expand its expression and, therefore, multiply factions rather than constrain them.

Madison was aware that passions or interests could hold sway when expressed by either majorities or minorities, and that minorities often have a greater voice in government as a direct consequence of the logic of collective action. In a letter to Jefferson, Madison warned of the dangers of faction. His concern was “not from acts of Government contrary to the sense of its constituents, but from acts in which the Government is the mere instrument of the major number of the constituents.”

So, should private power be restricted or counterbalanced? Madison considered both approaches. He began his analysis by considering a fundamental constitutional and democratic value—liberty. He wrote, “[L]iberty is to faction, what air is to fire, an
aliment without which it instantly expires." For Madison, the cost of extinguishing or even restricting faction came at too high a price; it came at the destruction of liberty, a necessary element for a robust political sphere. Madison elaborated that individuals, as well as the citizenry as a whole, hold a diversity of opinions and are driven by a diversity of passions. Such diversity is an advantage to government—not a disadvantage. More importantly, "[t]he protection of these faculties is the first object of Government." Madison knew, of course, that diversity of opinion and passion can lead to faction. He further acknowledged that "the most common and durable source of factions, has been the various and unequal distribution of property." Madison’s concern for unequal distribution of property is a concern that lives with us today. He recognized dramatic differences between property holders and those who held none, and between debtors and creditors, as well as differences among landowners, manufacturers, mercantilists, and financiers.

These were the type of interests that coalesced into conflicting factions and, Madison asserted, that it was the "principal task of modern legislation" to regulate these conflicts. Imagine, he posited, the imposition of taxes or of tariffs and customs. Given the various interests, unanimity on such impositions is impossible. Instead, a powerful faction could “trample on the rules of justice.” The power of faction is so strong that it is simply foolish to assume that even “enlightened statesmen” can ignore such power and make it subservient to the public interest. Madison’s game theory
took rent-seeking into account even before the Constitution was ratified and the first Congress convened.\textsuperscript{236}

How, then, is oppressive faction to be controlled? Madison rejects the town hall form of government in which a small number of citizens behave as a pure democracy.\textsuperscript{237} His concern, similar to his concern about the smaller governments of the states, was that such a group of citizens could become an oppressive majority and could then impose the "mischiefs of faction."\textsuperscript{238} Such majorities, he feared, are incompatible with both personal security and property rights because those majorities will impose their will on minorities.\textsuperscript{239} Instead of pure democracy, Madison preferred a representative form of government in which elected officials are delegated legislative authority.\textsuperscript{240} He was well aware that a cabal of factions could infect a small republic, and that threat needed to be guarded against.\textsuperscript{241} For Madison, a large number of voters would be more likely to elect someone less beholden to factions, even at the risk that the elected representative may be less familiar with the needs of his electors.\textsuperscript{242}

The trade-off between a representative with local knowledge and someone who has some distance from his electors is such that a representative might focus more on national issues.\textsuperscript{243} Similarly, as the country grows geographically, interests increase in diversity with a corresponding diminishment of the influence of factions.\textsuperscript{244} "Extend the sphere, and you take in a greater variety of parties and interests; you make it less probable that the majority of the whole will have a common motive to invade the rights of other citizens."\textsuperscript{245}

Madison revisited the issue of the concentration of power in Federalist No. 51, which addressed separation of powers.\textsuperscript{246} In that essay, he also argued that a federal government composed of
a multiplicity of interests was superior to smaller state governments and was in a better position to protect liberties enjoyed by the people.\textsuperscript{247}

Federalist No. 10 is the iconic statement favoring a multiplicity of factions because such a multiplicity can serve as a countervailing power preventing a single group or small number of them from controlling government.\textsuperscript{248} Madison's game theoretic account of an active and vibrant government is good as far as it goes; however, its limitations should not be ignored. The franchise was limited to white males (often to those who owned property), and Federalist No. 10 was concerned mostly about property rather than political liberties as we understand them today.\textsuperscript{249} The question becomes whether a model based on a limited franchise with a narrow focus on property can serve as a check on the lobbying abuses discussed above. For the moment, the answer is no. Madison’s approach to limiting private power is inadequate to sustain a modern democratic, pluralistic government. This inadequacy was revealed by the industrial concentration experienced from the mid to late nineteenth-century.

\textit{B. The Birth (and Apparent Death) of Countervailing Power}

In Madison's confined world of the restricted franchise and focus on property, a multiplicity of factions may well have served democracy on such issues as taxes, tariffs, and other financial matters. In such a world, economic equality and social mobility were assumed to be available, at least for the select.\textsuperscript{250} Madison’s game theory, though, could not account for the unanticipated consequences of the Industrial Revolution. More particularly, the expansion of the power of private capital and the tendency of capital to concentrate added a new wrinkle to democratic politics.\textsuperscript{251} Most simply, capital held much more sway over labor, and capital accumulation generated unstable disparities in the
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distribution of wealth and resources.\textsuperscript{252} These inequalities were pronounced at the end of the nineteenth century as a wealthy faction could exercise what Madison called the "vicious arts"\textsuperscript{253} and use politics to bend the economy to its benefit.\textsuperscript{254}

Between the founding and the Industrial Revolution in America, government went through a profound change. In particular, Jacksonian populism ran against big, centralized government, as best exemplified, to them, by the National Bank.\textsuperscript{255} Jackson hated the bank and vetoed its second charter.\textsuperscript{256} Jacksonian democracy, however, did not go without its critics, such as, most notably, Henry Clay.\textsuperscript{257} Clay's approach to the political economy became known as the American System, which favored a national bank to provide a sound currency and a stable financial system; tariffs for the growth of domestic manufacturing; and federal spending for infrastructure.\textsuperscript{258}

Later, Abraham Lincoln adopted the American System for the purposes of promoting economic development and creating a middle class specifically to improve the lives of ordinary Americans.\textsuperscript{259} Lincoln's approach to the political economy was consistent with his anti-slavery and pro-Union program.\textsuperscript{260} Economic opportunity, together with a strong economic state, meant that the Union should stay together and that secession would not be tolerated.\textsuperscript{261} In order to achieve these goals, Lincoln promoted an activist government through such legislation as the National Banking Act, the Homestead Act, and the Morrill Act.\textsuperscript{262} Such legislation shaped the political economy at a time when the country was also being shaped by immigration, industrialization, urbanization, and migration from the South to the North.\textsuperscript{263}
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demographic trends were consistent with Lincoln's hope for an expansive middle-class system.

The American System and Lincoln's view of a positive role for government formed the basis for the Progressive Era, which witnessed new legislation and the creation of new institutions.\textsuperscript{264} Progressive Era reforms were designed to govern a changing world and address economic inequalities.\textsuperscript{265} The Interstate Commerce Act and the agency that it created, the Interstate Commerce Commission, are emblematic of those reforms.\textsuperscript{266} Specifically, the reforms were intended to address market abuses caused by the concentration of power in railroads by checking those abuses through the administration of neutral and objective technical expertise based on sound economic theory.\textsuperscript{267}

Published in 1909, Herbert Croly's \textit{The Promise of American Life} analyzed the problem of industrial concentration and recognized that the progressive reforms taking place could be used to improve, if not fully restore, the democratic impulse that he believed was part of the American promise.\textsuperscript{268} His book became an intellectual keystone for the Progressive Movement that had been developing since the end of the century.\textsuperscript{269} Croly acknowledged that it is in the nature of democracies to encounter various challenges and problems; yet, the "corruption in American politics and lawlessness in American business methods"\textsuperscript{270} signaled a "new phase of [the American] political experience."\textsuperscript{271} Government regulation, then, was the necessary force to counter those lawless business methods and reduce corruption.

Croly's tract was as much of a historical excursion that contrasted political theories of Hamilton and Jefferson as it was an economic analysis of industrial concentration. At the heart of his discussion of the Founders' political theory was Croly's understanding of the role of individualism in American
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Unbridled individualism gave way to a capitalist ethic about the accumulation of wealth and political power that ran contrary to the national interest. That same individualism contributed to an economic inequality that, in turn, had the pernicious effect of restraining the power and ability of individuals to live fulfilling lives in satisfaction of American ideals. Too much private power inhibited an American individualism that, if left free, could contribute to a common good. Croly’s solution to the inequities of capital concentration was the establishment of a national government strong enough to regulate corporate power in pursuit of social justice. He understood the need for positive government actions that could be used to rebut the forces of economic inequality.

There is no shortage of recommendations in *The Promise of American Life*. Croly canvases both the types of regulations that were on the books and those that should be adopted. In the concluding chapters of the book, Croly discusses the need for antitrust laws, the regulation of natural monopolies, bank regulations, graduated income and inheritance taxes, the need for labor laws, and for education more broadly. All of these regulations center on two fundamental ideas. First, the American economy had gotten out of control and left too many behind in its wake. The rich prospered at the expense of the ordinary American and also the nation’s vitality. Second, strong national government is necessary to correct the economic imbalance that gave way to the Gilded Age that, in his words, constituted “individual bondage.” In short, the fundamental theme of
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Croly’s book was “to regulate the distribution of wealth in the national interest.”\textsuperscript{284}

\textbf{C. Square Deals, New Deals, and Countervailing Power}

Teddy Roosevelt understood Croly’s analysis and embraced the Progressive spirit.\textsuperscript{285} As Croly described, the Square Deal was a way forward—a way to perform the political and economic reconstruction needed for the purpose of making the country a “more complete democracy in organization and practice . . . [through] an efficient national organization as the necessary agent of the national interest and purpose.”\textsuperscript{286} Later, Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New Deal incorporated this same platform.\textsuperscript{287} Elected at the time of the Great Depression, Teddy’s cousin Franklin learned those lessons and saw the federal government as the vehicle to stabilize the economy with banking and securities regulations; support the middle class through labor laws and social security; put three million people back to work; and construct an infrastructure that remains to this day by way of the Works Progress Administration and the Civilian Conservation Corps, among other measures.\textsuperscript{288}

The New Deal made significant economic gains by rationalizing the economy, creating and sustaining a middle class, and mobilizing for World War II—a war that literally turbocharged the economy.\textsuperscript{289} The New Deal made these gains possible, according to Harvard economist John Kenneth Galbraith, precisely because it served as a counterweight to private sector abuses, which he chronicled in his 1952 book \textit{American Capitalism: The Concept of Countervailing Power}.\textsuperscript{290}
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Galbraith noted two extraordinary things about the New Deal and the post-war economy. First, he saw the economy as “opulent” while a new form of consumerism took hold. There was a downside, however, to that opulence. Not only did ordinary citizens gain in the economy, but the economy also experienced a new set of monopolists with a remarkable concentration of economic power in the hands of a few firms. Such a concentration was economically inefficient and needed to be countered. In response to such concentration, Galbraith developed the idea of countervailing power, which he saw as a way of reinvigorating competition—the competition lost by corporate concentration.

Galbraith’s first example of countervailing power was to balance private power with public power. As examples, he pointed to labor unions as a relevant force with which to bargain against management; antitrust laws to check market power; fair trade and competition laws to protect consumers and other competitors against unfair business practices; and agricultural organizations to help maintain reasonable market prices. His mistake was failing to fully incorporate into his theory of countervailing power the laws of collective action favoring small, advantaged groups over large and diffuse disadvantaged groups, even if those large groups were comprised mainly of voters. In each of the instances just cited, citizens and consumers lost more often than not to big business and big finance.

He acknowledged that producer power could not always be countered by consumers because organizing such countervailing power is difficult at best, as the theory of collective action demonstrates. Consequently, “it is not surprising that the assistance of government has repeatedly been sought . . . [as] the provision of state assistance to the development of countervailing power has become a major function of government—perhaps the
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major domestic function of government." Galbraith noted that this observation explains much of New Deal legislation.

Galbraith also recognized the rampant hypocrisy of the moneyed classes. In his discussion of the relationship between business and government, he pointed out that businessmen are not at all reluctant to seek government favor whether by tariff or tax break; conservative editorial writers are happy to recognize legislation that favors business and earnings; and conservative states' righters willingly accept agricultural subsidies.

Galbraith believed that countervailing power would be used to promote competition and, therefore, disadvantaged groups would use it because those in a weaker position could "excite public sympathy and, because there are numerous voters involved, [recruit] political support." Government should intervene in the economy, according to Galbraith, when market power is not sufficiently offset by countervailing forces. Later, such thinkers as Alfred Kahn and Stephen Breyer would consolidate this analysis into a theory of market imperfection as a justification for government regulation.

Galbraith's theory of countervailing power had both a positive and negative dimension. Its negative force was that countervailing power should be used to reduce the concentration of market power. Its positive force was that government regulation could promote competition and therefore contribute to efficiency and economic growth.

D. Galbraith Redux

Despite the gains of the New Deal, the sins of the Great Depression visited the children of the Great Recession of the
twenty-first-century.\footnote{308}{LIND, supra note 287, at 363–64.} Weak banking laws, under enforcement of financial rules, a mortgage and housing debacle that was aided and abetted by the United States Department of the Treasury and other government agencies, together with the rapacious behavior of private sector bankers of all stripes, contributed to the most severe collapse of the American economy since the 1930s and nearly brought about the death of capitalism as practiced throughout the twentieth century.\footnote{309}{See generally KRUGMAN, supra note 30; PAUL KRUGMAN, THE RETURN OF DEPRESSION ECONOMICS AND THE CRISIS OF 2008 (2009); TIMOTHY NOAH, THE GREAT DIVERGENCE: AMERICA’S GROWING INEQUALITY CRISIS AND WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT IT (2012); POSNER, FAILURE, supra note 30; POSNER, CRISIS, supra note 30; ROBERT B. REICH, AFTERSHOCK: THE NEXT ECONOMY AND AMERICA’S FUTURE (2010); STIGLITZ, supra note 30; STIGLITZ, supra note 33.} Unfortunately, American-style capitalism is remarkably resilient and persists with a vengeance. Bank consolidation is at the highest point in history, corporate wealth is at levels unseen before, and income inequality expands rather than contracts.\footnote{310}{See generally ROBERT B. REICH, SAVING CAPITALISM: FOR THE MANY, NOT THE FEW (2015); JOSEPH E. STIGLITZ, THE GREAT DIVIDE: UNEQUAL SOCIETIES AND WHAT WE CAN DO ABOUT THEM (2015).} The world of twenty-first-century capitalism needs to revisit Galbraith’s concept of countervailing power and improve upon his failure to account for collective action issues.

In 2015, Robert Reich published Saving Capitalism and, in the introduction,\footnote{311}{See supra note 30.} came to the same conclusion previously reached by Nobel Laureates Joseph Stiglitz and Paul Krugman.\footnote{312}{LIND, supra note 287, at 363–64.} In his words, he found that “increasing concentration of political power in a corporate and financial elite . . . has been able to influence the rules by which the economy runs.”\footnote{313}{LIND, supra note 287, at 363–64.} Each author recognizes the power of politics to organize markets rather than to adhere to the economist’s dream in which government plays a supporting role to markets.\footnote{314}{LIND, supra note 287, at 363–64.} Government sets rules of property, enforces market transactions, monitors the public fisc, and mediates fluctuations in the macro economy through central banking controls.\footnote{315}{LIND, supra note 287, at 363–64.} So ordered, competitive markets can function
with a minimalist government, and innovation can be encouraged, wealth can be created, and efficiency can flourish. Again, the economist's dream is a nice story; however, it is not the story of our current political economy.

Reich wrote the book, in part, to acknowledge the importance of Galbraith's conception of countervailing power and, in part, to recognize that it has "withered."316 Labor unions, in particular, and the middle class, more generally, have lost their economic bargaining strength; antitrust laws have been weakened seemingly to extinction; agricultural organization has morphed into agribusiness to the detriment of family farmers; and rent-seeking proliferates to the detriment of consumers and damaging the economy.317 Simultaneously, the country has experienced an unsustainable increase in the working poor and a historic expansion of the wealth gap.318 Today, "redistribution" has become a verboten word in contemporary politics unless, of course, the redistribution goes from the bottom to the top.319 Reich's solution is to craft a new set of countervailing powers.320

Reich starts with a proposition that was central to the book that Professor Sidney Shapiro and I wrote entitled Achieving Democracy.321 Quite simply, the neoliberal idea of a "free market" is, to borrow a phrase from Jeremy Bentham, "nonsense upon stilts"322 precisely because markets cannot exist without government rules.323 Instead, the neoliberal mantra that extols free markets and demonizes government should be taken for what it is.324 It is not economics; it is a political preference. And it is a political preference in favor of corporate power and the wealthy to
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the disadvantage of consumers and the working poor. Wealth does not trickle down. Instead, miraculously defying gravity, it moves upward away from labor to capital, away from the poor and middle class to the wealthy—to the 1%. As Martin Gilens and Benjamin I. Page have found: “Economic elites and organized groups representing business interests have substantial independent impacts on U.S. government policy, while . . . mass-based interest groups and average citizens have little or no independent influence.”

Reich notes the ascendancy of new monopolists who gained both market and economic power by bending the rules of government. Big Pharma controls drug prices through legislation such as Plan D, which prohibits the government from using its own buying power to negotiate lower drug prices. The expansion of intellectual property protection has prevented competition and ideas that would have been available to the market in years past. Similarly, the ability of telecommunications firms to dominate markets gives United States consumers slower and pricier internet service than elsewhere in the world. In addition to the accumulation of market power through rent-seeking legislation and favorable regulation, corporate America imposes a triple whammy on consumers through legislation that limits their liability for wrongdoing; expands their ability to influence political outcomes; and sustains the gross under-enforcement of laws on the books, particularly for white collar crimes.
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Given this parade of horribles, Reich attempts to define new forms of countervailing power, and he starts by describing the "necessary role of government in designing, organizing, and enforcing the market to begin with."\textsuperscript{334} The imbalance of wealth in the American economy was accomplished by the ability of the economically advantaged to hijack the political process.\textsuperscript{335} To be sure, the redistribution to the top is not advantageous to the citizenry or to the whole economy. Short-term economic thinking is unsustainable and poses a real threat to America, as the Great Recession has amply demonstrated.

Institutions such as labor unions, small banks, and a multiplicity of small retail businesses once served as countervailing powers to management, large financial institutions, and large retailers.\textsuperscript{336} Such is no longer the case. Unionized labor has declined; there has been a concentration of large financial institutions since the elimination of Glass-Steagall and even since the notorious bailout;\textsuperscript{337} and mom-and-pop retail stores have given way to behemoths such as Walmart.\textsuperscript{338}
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Reich generates a laundry list of reforms including investing in education, regulating campaign finance, supporting healthy minimum wage, and reviving shareholder participation.\textsuperscript{339} Additionally, he recommends controlling the new monopolies by reducing the length of time for intellectual property protection, reinvigorating antitrust law, and reestablishing government enforcement mechanisms.\textsuperscript{340} All of his recommendations make sense and all are in the progressive spirit. The open question, however, is whether they truly constitute an effective countervailing power. One place to start is to weaken or break the link between private wealth and public legislation—between money and lawmakers. Let's start with lobbying.

V. THE TROUBLED LAW OF LOBBYING

Two paths—republican and realist—are available for addressing lobbying abuses, and both are supported by the political theories just discussed. The virtuous republican path speaks truth to power, whereas on the realist path, power confronts power.\textsuperscript{341} The idea behind republican virtue is that individuals are essentially good; they will do the right thing for the right reasons.\textsuperscript{342} Sometimes, though, people need to be shown the right way through education about things they cannot do, such as bribe members of Congress. Under this view, restrictions on lobbying are used to limit abuses by forcing lobbyists, their clients, and legislators to do their job—work for the public good rather than for the promise of lucrative post-government employment.\textsuperscript{343}

The realist approach is more pragmatic and moves in the opposite direction. Instead of restricting lobbying and trying to force lobbyists to behave, regulations are adopted to counteract
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the identified abuses. More specifically, regulations are adopted to counteract slanted, interest-based information supplied by lobbyists by expanding the availability of information as a counterbalance to the narrow positions taken by lobbyists and their clients. By expanding information, this approach looks to promote a more open and transparent democratic process.

Political theorists have discussed both paths since the Constitutional Convention. One path, however, is more promising both practically and legally. As Machiavelli taught us, political expediency trumps human virtue at every turn. Consequently, the republican path of attempting to impose behavioral modification regulations on lobbyists is less likely to be effective. That path is also less likely to be constitutional because of the way courts have interpreted First Amendment jurisprudence in this area recently. Therefore, the realist path that opens, and hopefully levels, the political process is more promising. Government funding, which treats lobbying as a public good, is more likely to be efficacious as well as legitimate.

Both approaches generate recommendations for regulatory action that have been used in the past and are used now. The American Bar Association, for example, published a report that emphasized each. One option limits what lobbyists do by separating the “function of urging elected officers of government to take action from the function of raising funds for and transmitting money to those officers.” The second option addresses campaign finance and recommends that lobbyists and other public policy advocates “should work in the open, just as their colleagues who advocate before courts work in the open, on the record.” The first approach attempts to limit the role of lobbyists as conduits for campaign money while the second
promotes transparency and disclosure in an effort to expand the public good purpose of lobbying.  

A. Limiting Lobbying Power

Current First Amendment jurisprudence limits the degree to which regulations can burden either campaign or lobbying spending even though these funding sources raise legitimate concerns about improper influence and even corruption. Consistent with the Supreme Court’s narrow interpretation of corruption, there is cause for concern about public demoralization and a declining confidence in government because of its appearance—an appearance caused by the pervasive use of private money in politics. Nevertheless, regulations on campaign spending are difficult to sustain.

Lobbying critics continue to decry the close connection between lobbying money and campaign finance. The tight, and growing tighter, connection between lobbying and campaign donations should be susceptible to regulation. It would seem, then, that a restriction separating these two functions makes sense and should be constitutional. Lobbyists could be allowed to make campaign contributions on their own but could well be prohibited from soliciting contributions from clients or their staffs and could be prohibited from bundling altogether. The idea is to break the “monetary connection between lobbyists and elected officials [so that the] lobbyists’ primary role would be an information function, and competition among lobbyists would help to ensure that elected officials and staffers received accurate and helpful information.” By breaking the money connection, the hope is that doing so will enhance the information function of lobbying and reduce government inefficiencies.

Another regulation that should survive a constitutional challenge is enhanced ethics enforcement. Members of
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Congress, staff, and lobbyists are bound by ethics laws and rules. However, these rules are apparently under-enforced, if enforced at all. Consequently, one lobbying reform that would satisfy a constitutional test would be the nonpartisan enforcement of existing rules. Such an enforcement authority should be independent of party politics and congressional employment, and should be served by professional staff with adequate funding. The ethics office should have the authority to conduct investigations and should be authorized to receive complaints from members of Congress and the general public. Frivolous complaints should be dismissed, and all actions should be publicized. Further, legislators and staffers should be required to make financial disclosures not only about their net worth but also about their sources of income.

Additionally, revolving door restrictions have been used in the past and are generally considered legitimate. The idea is simple: a regulation can limit the time period before which a member of government (legislator, bureaucrat, or staff member) can lobby with regard to matters in which they were previously involved or in which their offices or agencies have been involved. This type of cooling off regulation has been used in the past and should pass constitutional standards.

If the constitutional protection of lobbying is based on the idea of a First Amendment right to petition government, then such petitioning should be done in the sunlight. Disclosure rules can be adopted for the purpose of increasing the availability of information. Again, there is a range of lobbying reforms that can address the problem, if not necessarily eliminate the more notorious abuses. Registration, disclosure, anti-bribery legislation, ethics rules, and revolving door restrictions, as well as restrictions on gifts and travel may help. Under the prevailing Lobbying 
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Disclosure Act\(^{367}\) and it amendments by the Honest Leadership and Open Government Act,\(^{368}\) reporting requirements are limited. The ABA recommendations expand reporting requirements to lobbying support staff as well as to lobbyists themselves.\(^{369}\)

Light should also shine on campaign finance. A recent bipartisan committee emphasizes the need for greater disclosure of political contributions—particularly contributions made to outside and so-called independent campaign groups.\(^{370}\) Similarly, the recommendations also stress that there should be monetary restrictions on congressional leadership Political Action Committees.\(^{371}\) All such restrictions limit lobbying activities or force lobbyists down a path that more closely honors democratic political processes. Simultaneously, such regulations also provide useful information, which, as the next section elaborates, is another, more democratic approach to reducing lobbying abuses.

**B. Expanding Lobbying Democratically**

Regulations that require registration, reporting, and disclosure are likely to pass constitutional standards for the simple reason that such regulations are intended to provide both transparency and information about the political process. Unfortunately, transparency and disclosure rules may constitute a “pretty weak regulatory brew.”\(^{372}\)

The availability of such lobbying and political information can inform three distinct groups. First, and most importantly, voters should know who has access to their legislators and on which issues.\(^{373}\) Second, competing interest groups should also have information about how much money is spent by whom and...
on which issues. For example, to the extent that environmental interest groups know how much money is being spent on climate change denial, they may be motivated to provide accurate scientific information about the consequences of climate change. And third, the general public will have a sense of the political direction of the country based upon who is funding whom.

Rather than impose restrictions on lobbying, another approach is an attempt to level the political playing field (with the hoped-for intent of reducing economic inequality) by taking Madison seriously. Madison, a realist, recognized that the “interests” would always find their way to decision makers. Again, the hydraulics of politics makes money flow easily between private interests and their government representatives. Restricting interest-lawmaker interactions, to him, was an impermissible restriction on liberty. Therefore, expand information rather than contract it. To Madison, that meant promoting interest group participation and furthering democracy.

The contemporary analogue regarding lobbying regulation would be to increase the information flow to legislators by treating such information as a public good instead of as a private resource to be used to shape the public interest to private benefit. Heather Gerken and Alex Tausanovitch have proposed a public finance model for lobbying in which legislators are provided with “policy research consultants” from which they can get information to help shape legislation without excessive reliance on the narrow interests of private lobbyists.

Recall that lobbyists have an array of products that they can provide to legislators. In addition to information about client interests, other legislative subsidies include political intelligence; electoral data; narrow, issue-specific data with which to draft
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legislation; policy information; and research capabilities. These valuable resources may be unavailable to legislators with limited staffs and budgets. Unfortunately, these legislative subsidies can narrow legislators' focus by restricting the ambit of information that is provided. As reported, lobbyists understand their job, at least in part, as focusing their efforts in the legislative process by understanding "how to get enough key players to pay attention, how to get enough support to move legislation forward, or how to mobilize participation to kill a bill." After all, there is economic value not only in getting favorable legislation but also by killing potentially harmful bills.

For convenience, all of these subsidies can be put under the heading of information. If information is too narrowly provided, then widen its availability and increase its depth. One legitimate response to campaign finance reform is not to restrict money for elections; rather, it is to make public funds available. Similarly, "[t]he alternative to lobbying isn't no information; it's publicly funded information." Indeed, there are several avenues for the public financing of information. Legislators can receive increased funding for more staff and more expertise; the budgets for nonpartisan legislative offices such as the Congressional Research Service and the Congressional Budget Office can be increased; House and Senate Legislative Counsel Offices can be expanded; or legislators can be given actual money or vouchers to hire their own (presumably independent) lobbyists for the legislative assistance that they so sorely need. True public interest law firms, research consultants, universities, and the like can counterbalance the tilted information provided by private lobbyists.

Similar reforms include the creation of an Office of Public Lobbying, funded by the government, that can form a group of public lobbyists to represent public interest clients for the public
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interest points that are less likely to be heard. Another reform proposal would be the passage of a Congressional Lobbying Procedure Act that would require lobbying activities, such as draft legislation, reports, and position papers, to be identified on a searchable website so that the issues involved can be more widely known and understood. In short, the old idea that sunshine is the best disinfectant can be adapted to serve as a countervailing power against lobbying as it is presently conducted.

VI. Conclusion

Because of the constitutional protections afforded to lobbying, reforms are hard to come by. Clearly, some limits can be imposed, such as restricting bundling, vigorously enforcing ethics laws, and making information funding available. Still, even the critics of bad lobbyists, based on Supreme Court decisions, believe that a political inequality argument cannot pass judicial scrutiny. I prefer to argue that we should not give up on the political inequality argument too soon. Indeed, some of the reforms suggested above, such as public finance for elections and lobbying, have the meritorious advantage of increasing information and, therefore, should encounter no First Amendment prohibitions.

The political inequality argument is important as a matter of social justice and is equally important as a matter of democratic values. Those democratic values are embedded in American culture and in constitutional norms. Specifically, these values embrace liberty, equality, and fairness, and are expressed through participation in the political process.
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These values are embedded in American history and culture, American law and politics, and American constitutional law and democratic theory. They express the democratic yearning for participation in the political and economic processes available for making fulfilling lives for all. Economic participation requires distributive fairness and a reduction in wealth and income inequalities. Political participation also requires fairness by expanding rather than contracting the right to vote. Further, it also requires fairness of access and voice—a voice that too often goes wanting when the few can use their wealth to gain influence at the cost of the many.

Too often, it is too easy for legal analysts and practitioners to fall victim too readily to a formalism and a legalism that values and prioritizes procedure and precedent as puzzles to be solved; meanwhile, they avoid discussing or advocating more specific norms of substantive justice of the sort that we not only hold dear, but that we can easily recognize and name.

For present purposes, it is normatively wrong when the rules of either the political or economic game distort access and generate political and economic imbalances that threaten progress and civic improvement. The common good is not some ephemeral concept of the public interest. Rather, it is easily measured by an increase or decrease of democratic participation in American politics and in economic processes and markets. The political inequality argument against bad lobbying is neither dead nor dormant; it just must be made more forcefully. There is a counter-narrative to the neoliberal rhetoric that has held sway for over four decades that sanctifies markets and demonizes government. That counter-narrative is one that is grounded in democracy, political equality, and economic opportunity that are found in constitutional values. By pursuing lobbying reforms on the basis of political equality, those values can be honored.
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